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Introduction

The efficiency of thermionic conversion? as described in the previous

paper, has increased as the processes occurring at the electrode surfaces

have been better understood, The discovery that surface oxygen improves the

behavior of a tungsten electrode made an important contribution and now the

W-O-CS electrode is the standard against which further progress is measured.

Unfortunately,

manipulated to

there are only a limited number of variables

improve the performance of such electrodes.

which can be

Consequently,

efforts are being made to find other electrode materials having a sufficient-

ly low vaporization rate for atoms while retaining a high emission rate for

electrons in the presence of Cs, a Iairly unusual combination of properties.

Finding such materials is expensive and the low level of funding has not

given much urgency to progress in this area. Recently, however, some suc-

cess has resulted from using a thermionic emitter which has found applica-

tion in other areas.

Several workers

verter efficiency is

have demonstrated that a significant increase in con-

possible~ using lanthanum ~lexaborideelectrodes.

Russian experience, which leads the U.S. in

to this approach. While LaB6 appears to be

velopment requires understanding a behavior

this area, has added confidence

superior to W-O-CS, further de-

which is not present when elemen-

tal electrodes are used. This paper will discuss some of the important vari-

ables associated with LaB6 and, indeed, with compou:,dsin general.

Work compl;ted under the auspices of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences of the
Department of Energy.
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Discussion

The most important variable

hexaboride is its stoichiometry,

which determines the behavior of lanthanum

This compound can exist over a composition

(1)range at high temperature as shown in the partial phase diagram in Fig. 1.

All of the properties change as the com~>ositionis changed across this rather

narrow range. Because very little attention has been given to this variable

in the past, most early work ~i.in only be used as a guide and must be repe;ted

before the actual behavior is known.

For a thermionic application, where atom and electron vaporization rates

are important, it is the surface composition which must be considered. When

lanthanum hexaboride vaporizes in vacuum, the surface quickly acquires a com-

position which is different from the interior, unless the interior has the

congruently vaporizing composition (CVC). Most samples used in either re-

search or application will not be at this special composition and will, there-

fore, show an inconsistent behavior. Furthermore, this surface composition

will change either by reaction with ambient gases, hot surfaces nearby or when

the temperature is changed. Failure to consider this behavior has lead to

the impression that LaB
6
was approximately 100 times more volatile than is

actually the case, Naturally, this error gave little encouragement to the

use of LaB6 in an application needing a lifetime of many years.

Regardless of the interior composition, the surface will tend to ap-

proach a value near LaB6 05. However, the surface will be on ihe boron rich
*

side of this composition if the interior is on the boron rich side and the

reverse is true if the interior is on the boron poor side. Figure 2 shows

how the surface composition is related to the interior composition at 1700 K.
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As the temperature is increased, the surface composition becomes less in-

fluenced by the interior composition, as can be seen in Fig, 3 for 2100 K.

From these figures we can conclude that the surface composition will change

with temperature and this effect is strongest for interior compositions

which are boron poor compared to LaB
6.0”

How does this behavior apply to the use of LaB6 in a thermionic con-

verter? The answer to this question involves three properties: the vapori-

zation rate of atoms, which determines the life; the work function, which

determines the efficiency; and the effect of Cs on these two properties.

Other gases besides Cs may be useful with LaB6, but this will not be dis-

cussed here.

Attrition caused by atom vaporization in vacuum at 1700 K is changed

when the interior composition is changed, as shown in Fig. 4. This behavior

will be modified if the samples are impure or if oxygen containing molecules

are in the ambient gas. Oxygen causes the volatility of lanthanum hexaboride

to increase tnrough the formation of LaO
(g)

and various gaseous oxides of

boron. The data presented are typical of slightly impure LaB6 of commercial

quality. When the temperature is changed, the change in attrition rate

also depends on the interior compo~ition. Figure 5 shows this change for

samples consisting of LaB4 + LaB6 and of LaB6 + LaB9.

of oxygen will change this behavior.

Work done in Russia (2) has shown that the vacuum

strong function of composition. This explains in part

Again the presence

work function is a

why the various re-

ported values are in such disagreement. Since the work function is sensi-

tive to the surface composition and the surface composition will change if
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the te~nperatureor interior composition is changed, the measurement of a

meaningflllvalue for the work function is no easy task, If the value is

based or,the slope of a Log I/T* vs l/T plot, the changing composition will

produce an error.

culated using the

for the constant,

On the other hand, if the effective work function is cal-

Richardson-Dushman equation with a value of 120 A/cm*T*

the result may be in error because the constant may not

apply to s ‘h compounds. In any case, tileJerk function value will change

wh,n the 1 !perat~’.reis changed because th~ surface composition changes.

Cor!:rquently,when the electron emission current at one temperature is cal-

culated from a reported work function value obtained at a different teil,pera-

ture the result may be [seriouslyin error. I mention this problem to show

some c)fthe difficulties in making decisions about the usefulness of such

materials. Although the effect of com,~osition

difficult, it does give an additional variable

prove the performance of a device.

makes

which

accurate m{asuremf’nts

can be adjusted to im-

The cesiated work function is expensive to measure and little informa-

tion is available. Unpublished information suggests the compound behaves

differently compared to the elements. The reactivity of Cs with lanthanum

hexaboride will once again, be sensitive to the stoichiometry of the surface.

In spite of these sources of ignorance, the actual. use of LaB6 elec-

trodes in a cesium diode has produced encouraging results. Shortly before

the program was cancelled, Jim Morris and co-workers, at NASA Lewis, obtain-

(3)ed the results shown in Fig, 6. Nearly stof.cliometricLaB6 was used as

the emitter and slightly boron rich material was used as the collector.

Without making any attempt to optimize the Cs pressure or temperature, they
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ob!ained results which are a significant improvement compared to the W-O-CE

electrode,

1 have attempted to summarize, in a brief and informal way, what

is known about LaR6, I have not discussed the increasing amount of infor-

mation about t;lebehavior of single crystals or the effects produced by im-

purities, such as carbon. Much work lteedsto be done, and, under the present

approach, an application must be found to pro.fde the financial support.

While the use of this method in solar conversion is not the only, nor neces-

sarily,

of this

a diode

the best application at this time, your appreciation of the potential

technique can encourage the nece’.sarysupport, and hopefully, lead to

which will be useful in the future.
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Preliminary Relationship between Generated Current

and Voltage in a Cesium Diode using L-6 Electrodes.
(Private Communication from Jim I~iorris,NASA Lewis)


